Camp Kehillah -

Hyman Multin Sports

A Look Back:

*The tournament of the week was floor hockey. Campers were be placed on a NHL team to compete.
Lets Go Blues!
*The new game introduced was Jewel Thief. There were2 teams and everyone on the team was given a
number. Each team had an end line and there was a "jewel" placed at the midfield point. When your
number was called, campers raced out to try to steal the jewel and bring it back their endline. If the
camper with the jewel was tagged at any point by opposition, then the jewel went back to the middle and
game was restarted.
*The Sababa activities were Minute to Win It games and egg drop experiment.
*The Wacky Wednesday was Decades. The most popular decade according to campers attire was the
50's & 60's.
*Campers received soccer instruction from former professional player Dan O'Keefe. Dan has logged an
impressive 38+ years of camp experience including over 20 years with the JCC. He is a veteran of
several NPSL teams including the 1992 Champion Detroit Rockers and the 1993 St. Louis Ambush. Dan
retired as the all-time leading goal scorer. Through various drills and games Dan taught the campers the
correct ways to dribble, pass, shoot, and defend.
*On Friday, the week wrapped up with our all camp event, Israel Day!
*Also on Friday, campers were entertained by Juggling Jeff.

new game introduced will be Swamp ball! Divide the gym into 2 halves, 1 team
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on each half. Place an exercise mat down at the back of each side. Those are the
swamps, add in the dodge balls and it’s game on! When players are hit, they must go
into the swamp on the opposite side. Players are stuck in that swamp until they can
catch a ball that has been thrown to them by their teammates who are trying to save
them. If an entire team becomes stuck in the swamp, the round is over, so start a
new round. Play over and over again!An optional rule that has proved to work well is
this: if a player can throw a ball across and into to the opposite basketball hoop then
EVERYONE from his team who is stuck in the swamp is freed.
*The Tacky Thursday is sports jersey so support your favorite team by dressing in
their attire!
*Sports Camp is taking a field trip Wednesday, August 3 to Grant’s Farm & Epic 6 in
Fenton. We are planning to leave the J around 9:30 am and will return to campus by
3:00 pm for regular afternoon carpool. Please make sure your child wears his/her J
Day Camp t-shirt. Campers will need to pack a non-perishable lunch (lunches will
not be refrigerated) for this field trip and bring a water bottle.
*St. Louis will welcome nearly 1,000 visiting athletes for the Maccabi Games from
July 31 - August 5. You MUST display your carpool tag every day of the Games

